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Richmond Bright Successfully Gain CISRS Core Scheme Accreditation at New Centre 

CISRS has recently carried out a successful accreditation audit with an existing training provider, 
Richmond Bright, at their new facility just off Dunnings Bridge Road in Liverpool.   

To meet client requirements and expand their scaffolding training delivery to include the CISRS 
core scheme training courses, Richmond Bright have invested in the new facilities and 
equipment. The training facilities are modern, welcoming and convey a friendly and professional 
environment, in which to deliver CISRS courses. The centre is ideally situated with great transport 
links to all motorway networks and Aintree train station is on the doorstop. 

The centre has gained accreditation to deliver CISRS COTS, CISRS Part 1 Tube & Fitting, CISRS Part 
1 System, SSPTS, BASE, Basic Scaffold Inspection, Supervisor and Scaffold Awareness.  Level 2 & 
Level 3 NVQ in Accessing Operations and Rigging are also offered by the centre. 

During the visit, CISRS Auditor Trevor Donoghue observed 
a group of scaffolding operatives take the next step in 
their scaffolding careers by attending the CISRS Part 1 
course delivered by, Director and Scaffold Instructor, 
Steve Odger.   

Steve who has been in the scaffolding industry for 40 
years said, “In 2021 we opened our first CISRS centre on 
the Wirral and due to this success and the support of our 
customers, we have been able to move to larger 
premises to expand the suite of CISRS Scaffolding training 
courses we can offer.  Currently, the new centre will 
allow us to add the delivery of CISRS Part 1 and System 
courses to our training delivery to scaffolders in the north 
west region and across the country. This is the next step in 
our plans for CISRS Scaffolding training and we look 
forward to progressing our plans in the future and 
working with CISRS to provide a quality, reliable, 
responsive training experience for the access sector”. 

CISRS Auditor Trevor Donoghue said, “It was a pleasure to grant CISRS accreditation to the newly 
constructed Richmond Bright scaffolding training centre in Liverpool. 

The centre will benefit from the management expertise provided by its directors who have 
considerable experience in CISRS scaffolding training delivery. The centre is accredited to 
provide CISRS Part 1 scaffolder training, along with Scaffolding Inspection, Scaffold Supervisors 
and Scaffold Systems Training. 

The centre has plans to expand upon its CISRS training portfolio and will become a valuable 
asset to the Scaffolding industry within the Merseyside and wider North West regions. 

I wish the centre every success in this new venture.” 

 

 


